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Comments and reviews: 

 ―Teutonic thoroughness ... rendered into lucid English by Michael Robertson.‖ 
— Terry Eagleton, London Review of Books (reviewing Rolf Wiggershaus, The Frankfurt 
School: its History, Theories and Political Significance, trans. Michael Robertson. 
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1994) 

―Tony Burns ... the main editor of the Textbook of Dermatology … has personally asked me to 
pass on his heartfelt thanks for the outstanding job you did in copy-editing some of the 
chapters in this book. He was extremely impressed with the quality of your work.‖ — 
Blackwell Science, Oxford 

―We are very grateful to Michael Robertson (copy-editor extraordinaire) …‖ 
— John C. Pickup and Gareth Williams, editors, Textbook of Diabetes, 3rd edn. (Oxford: 
Blackwell Science, 2003), p. xv. 

―As always, it is a pleasure to work with you — the quality of your copy-editing borders on 
perfection.‖ 
— Thieme International, Stuttgart 

―The last paper was accepted by the Journal of Clinical Oncology (impact factor 7.9) … which 
confirms the quality of your work. Many thanks again.‖ 
— Prof. Günter von Minckwitz, University of Frankfurt 

―Many thanks for your prompt and above all good editing; it always sounds so much better …‖ 
— Dr. Andrea May, University of Wiesbaden 

―Many thanks for your — as always — excellent translation. I admire the way you’ve managed 
to put a text that even to me now seems slightly rough into an elegant and pleasantly readable 
and audible form.‖ 
—Prof. Norbert Schneider, University of Karlsruhe 
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